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Agenda

1. Current Topics under Phase II
2. Collaboration with other groups
3. Feedback Requested
4. Next Steps
Current Topics

The Framing group is focused on several key topics as a follow-on from our Phase I work, listed in priority level:

1. How to Share an SBOM
2. Component/Identify Naming
3. POC pressure test of the baseline SBOM
4. Capability Past the Baseline SBOM
5. Vulnerability vs Exploit (VEX) - later priority
Current Topics

The Framing group is focused on several key topics as a follow-on from our Phase I work:

1. How to Share an SBOM - POC
2. Component/Identify Naming - POC
3. POC pressure test of the baseline SBOM
4. Capability Past Baseline
5. Vulnerability vs Exploit (VEX) - POC priorities this
Collaboration with POC

1. **Identify topics** of joint focus
2. **Establish Liaisons** to provide updates
3. **No dependencies** on work products. Neither group will be held up by the other but progress and ideas will be shared.
4. **Document Walk Through.** Teams met to walk through their documents to ensure full understanding of Phase I reports.
5. **No additional meetings unless needed.** The group did not want to overburden the members with additional meetings. Collaboration will be primarily with short liaison updates but no formal established meetings between groups.
Feedback Requested

◊ Is the baseline SBOM sufficient?
  ◊ This presumes naming is solved?
  ◊ What else needs to be named, suppliers?

◊ We have designed a distributed model. Are there arguments for a centralized or federated one?

◊ We’ve discussed vulnerability management as the ”capability past baseline,” which lead to work on VEX. What is the priority of developing the vulnerability management capability?
  ◊ We expect vulnerability management to be part of the POC collaboration.
Next Steps

- Topics all established as draft documents, team adds content as we go
  Stored in google drive – ask for access to view content
- Work through list of topics, per priority ranking
- Continue collaboration with POC
- Reach out to Tools group to identify liaison needs